ON THE CONVERGENCE OF RESOLVENTS OF OPERATORS

MINORU HASEGAWA
Let a family of linear operators {A n }(n = 1, 2, •) in a Banach space X have the resolvents {R(λ; A n )} which is equicontinuous in n. Suppose that {A n } is a Cauchy sequence on a dense set. Then the question of convergence arises; when will {R(λ; A n )x} be a Cauchy sequence for all x e X ?
This problem is treated in some special cases and an application to the following theorem is presented.
Let In this section we consider the above convergence problem in a Banach space X (cf. [9] , [1] , [11] ).
Let a family of linear operators {A n }(n = 1, 2, •) satisfy the following conditions:
(1) for some fixed number λ, the resolvent R(X; A n ) -(X -AJ-1 of A n exists which acts on X to the domain £&(A n ) of A n and satisfies the norm condition || R(λ; A n ) \\ S K λ , where K λ is a positive number independent of n, (2) there is a dense subspace ^/f on which A = lim A n exists. PROPOSITION 
The limit operator R 0 (X; A) = lim R(X; A n ) exists on JK ana satisfies the norm condition || R 0 (λ; A) \\jp ^ K λ where (X -A)^
and ^Y* is its closure.
Proof. For any x e ^f we have
\\(X-A n )x\\ ^K^\\x\\
and thus obtain
Letting n -> oo f we have
II ( λ -
It also follows that we can extend (λ - 
Proof. For any x e ^//, n and n f , we have
From this relation and ^Z = X, the assertion is readily verified. 
is satisfied, where ^x is dense in X, then (λ -A)^/S is dense in X Proof. By virtue of the Hahn-Banach extension theorem, if there exists x 0 e ^f λ -^F\ then so does a bounded linear functional F o acting on X which satisfies the following conditions:
For this x 0 and any n, we have
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This relation implies that
and for any n
which is a contradiction. Consequently we have κ^1 c ^V and the assertion is proved. We now concern with a theorem on the perturbation of operators which will be required in the sequel. PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that linear operators A and B satisfy the following conditions:
(1) for some number λ, the equation
]c->oo
The proof of this proposition is similar as that of Proposition 3 and is omitted. Then the condition (**) in Remark 2 is satisfied.
Proof. For any a e ^/f, we have || BR(X; A)x \\^a\\ AR(X; A)x \\ + b\\ R(X; A)x \\ a || XR(X; A)x -x || + bK λ \\ x \\
and \\BR(X;A)x\\ ^ (α|λ|iΓ λ + α + δiΓ λ )||α>|l < ||α|| .
Thus the assertion is proved. 
where K(x) is a positive number independent of ε.
Then we have &{X -A) = (X -A)^(A) = X.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 1 that the limit operator R 0 (X; A) exists and bounded on ^?(λ -A).
Let (λ -A)x n ->y as n -* oo. Then it follows from the boundedness of R 0 (X; A) that x n -> R 0 (X; A)y and so that
(X; A)y e &{A) and ye&(\ -A). Thus we have ^(λ -A) = &(X -A). It is easy to see that X -A s is closed and (λ -A S )R O (X; A)x = (X -A)R Q (X; A)x -εB s R Q (X; A)x (x e^(X -A)) .
Hence, from the closed graph theorem it follows that B S R Q (X; A) is a bounded linear operator on &(x -A). Moreover we have, for any || B S R O (X; A)(X -A)x \\ = \\ B ε x \\
Using the resonance theorem it follows that there exists a positive number L λ which is independent of ε such that
Consequently we obtain the basic relation, for any a e^(A),
Thus the assertion follows from Remark 3.
REMARK 4. Let A be a closed linear operator with dense domain £&{A). Suppose that A z = A + sB generates a strongly continuous semi-group of linear contraction operators for every small ε(0 < ε < ε 0 ) and
&r(A e )z)&(A).
Then A generates a strongly continuous semi-group of linear contraction operators.
Proof. Using Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, it follows from the Hille-Yosida theorem, (cf. [3] , [11] ).
2* The object of this section is to show that some special family of linear operators {A n }(n = 1, 2, •) from a weakly complete Banach lattice X to X satisfies the convergence condition and to solve the problem on the perturbation theory for semi-groups of operators which is sited in the introductory part.
Let X be a Banach lattice with a semi-order ^ and [x, y](x, y e X) denote a complex-valued (real-valued) function defined on X x X called a semi-inner product having the following properties (cf. [4] , [6] , [7] ): 
The following theorem is essentially due to Reuter [8] . PROPOSITION 
Suppose that linear operators
A o and A ι on a Banach lattice X satisfy the following conditions:
(1) for n = 0,1 and some X > 0, the equation
has a unique solution y = R(X; A n )x e 2$(A n ) and Then the following inequality holds:
Proof. If x ^ 0 and α? e ^ί, then i2(λ; A,) x ^ 0 and i?(λ; ..^f and thus we have
Operating R(X; A Q ), we obtain
Let X = {T έ ; ί ^ 0} be a one-parameter semi-group of linear operators from a Banach lattice X to X satisfying the following conditions:
(
T t x^0 (x^O,t^O) . , Such a semi-group is called a strongly continuous semi-group of positive contraction operators.
The following theorem is due to Phillips and is a variant of the Hille-Yosida theorem which will be convenient for purpose, (cf. [7] Moreover we have
where Σn = {T t in) ; t ^ 0} and X ={Γ«; ί ^ 0}.
Proof. By the Hille-Yosida theorem (cf. [3] , [11] ) we find that the conditions (1) and (2) Since X is weakly complete, the norm condition and this inequality imply that there exists y ^ 0 such that lim \\ R(X; A n )x -y || = 0 .
n->o°F rom a representation of x: x = x + -x~, we have, for any x e ^/f 0 , using the condition (4), (**) lim || R(X; A n )x -R(X; A n ,)x || = 0 and we have this convergence relation for all x e X by the condition Jf 0 = X. We denote R(X; A) = lim R(X; A n ). Then R(X; A) is positive and satisfies the norm condition (*). The assertion is now proved by Theorem 2 in [l] . We sketch the proof of this theorem.
Since R(X; A n ) satisfies the resolvent equation
R(X; A n ) -R(\'; A n ) = -(X -X')R(\; A n )R(\'; A n ) R(X; A) also does. Then we find that R(X; A) is a one-to-one transformation from X to &(R(\;A))
and
where & = ^(R(X; A)) = &(&(%'; A)).
Then, by the Hille-Yosida theorem, we find that A generates a strongly continuous semi-group of contraction operators. The positivity and the convergence of semi-groups are verified by the condition (**). It is readily verified that A is a closed extension of A.
REMARK 5. Suppose that a family of linear operators {A n } (n = l,2, •••) which generate strongly continuous semi-groups of positive contraction operators on a weakly complete Banach lattice X satisfies the following conditions:
where ^Z is a dense subspace in X,
Then the assertion in Theorem 2 is true.
REMARK 6. In Theorem 2, the condition (1) can be replaced by the following condition:
where K(x) is a positive number independent of n and ^f 2 is dense in X.
Proof. We remark that the convergence of the family of resolvents in Theorem 2 does not depend on (1). Then we have, for any x e ^2, || A n x -A n ,x || :£ λ || R(X; A n )A n x -R(X; A n )A n ,x \\ + 114,0? -λjβ(λ;4.)4.&ll
Letting λ-* c>o ? we have, for any ε > 0, || A n x -4,3 || ^ λ 2 1| R(X; A n )x -R(X; A n ,)x || + e and the assertion is proved by (**).
From Remark 4 in [l] it follows that REMARK 7. Suppose that there exists a dense subspace ^/^ such that R(X; A)^f 2 c^f in Theorem 2, then A is the closure of A.
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We next concern with the generation of contraction semi-groups which dominate a given semi-group and give an alternative form of a theorem of Reuter, Miyadera and Olubummo (cf. [8] , [5] , [6] , [7] ).
Given a one-parameter semi-group X = {T t ; t ^ 0} of positive contraction operators, if jy = {27; t ^ 0} is another one, we say that X' dominates X, if τ;x ^ τ t x (x ^ o, t ^ o).
In applications, it is important to know whether a given semigroup 2 is dominated by any other semi-group ]Γ/.
The following lemmas in a Banach space will be required.
LEMMA. (Lumer and Phillips). If A with dense domain is a dissipative operator, that is,
then A has a closed extension. 
λ->oo
The proof of Proposition 6 is readily verified by using the resolvent equation and is omitted. 
Proof. To prove the sufficiency of the conditions (1) and (2), we approximate A x by a sequence of linear operators {A n>λ } in the following way. Define a sequence of linear operators {A n , λ } by
and {B n , λ } by -A)R(n; A) (n^X).
Then it follows from Lemma (Lumer and Phillips) and Proposition 6 that there is a positive integer L independent of n and λ such that \\B n , x \\^L. If we assume that the resolvent R(X; A n , x ) exists which acts on X and is positive for some λ and n (n^X), then we have, for any
Using Theorem (Phillips), we remark that A is a dispersive operator. Thus we have
Hence we obtain
where the last inequality holds by virtue of the formula
Thus we obtain, for any x ^ 0 and then for any x e X, ; A n , λ )x\\ ^ \\x\\ .
By induction on n we next show that the resolvent R(X; A n>x ) exists which acts on X and is positive for any X > L and any n^λ. It is clear that R(X; A x>λ ) = R(X; A) is a positive operator for any λ > L. Suppose that R(X; A n , x ) is positive for any X > L and some n, then we have || B n , x R(X; A n , x ) || < 1. It follows from this norm condition that R(X; A n+ltλ ) exists which acts on X and is given by the following formula (cf. [3] , [11] ):
Since B n , λ R(X; A n , λ ) is positive, it follows that i2(λ; A n+liλ )a? ^ Λ(λ; A n . λ )a? ^ 0 (x ^ 0) .
Hence, using the weakly completeness of X, we have for any x ^ 0 and then xel,
To show that {R(X r ; A n , λ )x}(0 < λ' < λ) is also a Cauchy sequence for any x e X, we make use of the relation
where, provided that | μ | < λ, the right hand side converges uniformly in n (cf. [3] , [11] ). It also follows from this formula that X'R(X'; A n , λ ) is positive and is a contraction operator for any λ'(0 < λ' < λ).
Let k be a positive integer such that k > L. We define, for any λ ^ k, R(X; A k )x = lim i?(λ; A % ,,).τ (a; e X) .
Then it is easy to see that {R(X; A k ); X ^ k} satisfies the resolvent equation and the norm condition λ ||-B(λ; A k ) \\ <Ξ 1. Moreover {^(λ; A k )} k is a consistent family of resolvents in the following sense: R(X; A k ,)x = R(X; A k )x (x e X, X < k < k') .
In fact, we have the inequality Then, using the same method as that in the proof of Theorem 2, we find that Ά 1 -λ -R(X; A^1 generates a strongly continuous semigroup jy of positive contraction operators which dominates X, and that Ά 1 is a closed extension of A lm We now prove the inverse part. Let X = {T t ;t Ξ> 0} and X' = {2Y; ί ^ 0}. Then the condition (1) The contents of this section will be discussed in [2] by virtue of the notation of Gateaux differentials.
